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II 
"Esthetic Principles Essential to a Meaningful 
Art Education" 
by 
Mildred Landis 
"Certainly every picture or piece of 
sculpture tha t happens to be made cannot 
lay claim to artistic or esthetic merit; 
otherwise, the realm of art would be chaotic 
and meaningless.. Ther e is a problem then 
to discover some essential qualities,. some 
values that might serve as a basis of 
judgment and at the same time not limit 
art with dogmatic rules." 
Mildred Landis, Meaningful Art Education • Charles A. 
Bennett Company, Inc. Publishers,. Peoria, Illinois, 
1951, PP•· 29/30. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to develop a technique 
of measuring achievement or growth in art in the Elementary 
Grades.. There are mny media in art; the one medium that 
is evaluated in this study is crayon work, roore com..rnonly 
called crayon drawings. This investigation attempts to 
uncover the qualitative difference in crayon drawings in 
early primary grades. In order to do this a rating scale 
has been constructed to check growth increments between 
certain grades.. At the same time the reliability of the 
new instrument was explored. 
ll 
As Mr. Robert s. Hilpert , Associ.ate Professor of Art 
at the University of California, says: "Recent trends in 
general education indi~ate the possibility of providing 
an opportunity for all pupils at all ages to experience 
art through a program that develops awareness and 
l7 Robert Stose Hilpert, Nation a l Society for Study of 
Education, Art in American Life and Education, Changing 
Emphases in School Art Programs, Fortieth Yearbook, 1941, 
PUolic School PUblishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 
p. 447. 
'I 
' 
I' 
II 
I 
'I 
sensitivity to the presence or absence of beauty, and 
growth of fine taste through critical evaluation and the 
making of choices." This proves that every child does 
have the chance to advance himself from the early stages 
of scribbling to a height of liking and knowing art. 
Since the schools provide this opportunity there should 
be a means of appraising the results. 
There are otl1er aspects to art, such as approaches, 
knowledges and skills, general and specific outcomes, and 
stages in development. y · 
In "Meaningful Art Education" by :Mildred La.ndis 
the four approaches to art are discus sed. These approaches 
are: (1) Directing Method - following certa in pres cribed 
rules and directions; (2) 11Free Expression" Method -
self -expression, allowing maxium of freedo m; (3) Eclectric 
Method - compromise between the Directing and "Free 
Expression" Methods; (4 ) Meaningful .Art Education -
purpose is essential and that there be some ''relation of 
means to consequences "•· Also Miss Landis has three Basic 
Postulates - Manipulative Sta,se , Form Experim.antal Stage , 
and Early Expr essive Stage (symbolic), which are the stag es 
the child passes through a s they experience and learn art. 
1/Mildred Landis, Meaningful Art Education, Charles A. 
Bennett Company Inc. Publisher , Peoria, Illinois, 1951, 
PP• 13-27, 100-103. 
y 
Greene, Jorgensen , and Gerberich have three general 
outcomes of art education: (1) Information; (2) Apprecia-
tion; (3) Expression. They, also, bring to the child a 
four-fold artistic experience: Graphic experience, thought- , 
ful experience , Acquisition of motor skills in expression, 
Emot i onal experience wh ich involves the apprecia tion of the 1 
arts . 
Three distinct activities in art teaching are explained ! 
y' 
by Herbert Read in his book "Educat ion Through Art"; -
the first is self-expression; second - observation; third -
appreciation. Also 1i!r. Read has the st ages of development 
in children's drawings: 
1. Scribble - age 2 to 5 
2. Line - age 4 
3. Descriptive Symbolism - ag e 5 to 6 
4. Descriptive Realism ·- age 7 to 8 
5. Visual Realism - age 9 to 10 
6. Repression - age 11 to 14 
7. Artistic Revival - early adolescence 
1/Harry A •. Greene, Albert N. Jorgens en , J. Raymond 
Gerberick, Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary 
School, Longma.ns, Green and Company , New York, 1948, 11 
PP• 452-454. 
g/Herbert Read , Education Through Art, Pantheon Books, 
New York, 1945, Chapt er 7. 
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2 •. Justification 
Some research attempts have been ma.de to test 
achievement in rt, Fine Arts and Elementary Art , which 
will be discussed in the research section. However, there 
are definitely a limited number of ways by which pupil 
achievement in Elementary Art can be judged. Some of 
the authorities who say there should be an instrument for 
1/ 
measuring Elementary Art are R. Falkner-, He ad of De-
partment of Fine and Industrial 
and Columbia University, Robert 
0" y 
Landis , Margaret Mathais , and 
Arts at Teachers College y 
s. Hilpart ~ M:i.ldred 
.§/ 
Laura Bannon • A device 
for appraising crayon drawings will be built using the 
usual procedure of. test construction. The belief is that 
a rating scale or check list will pick out some of the 
important i teras in crayon drmvings and help overcome the. 
su.bjecti vi ty of the t eachers' uncontrolled judgment in art. 
yR. Falkner, National Society .for Study of Education, Art 
in American Life and Education, Changing Emphases in School 
.\rt Programs, Fortieth Yearbook, 1941, Public School 
Publishing Company , Bloomington, Illinois, p. 371. 
_gjOp .. Cit •• 
Y,Op. Cit • 
.1/Margaret Mathais, ..t\rt in the Elementary School, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New Jersey State Teachers CollegeJ 1929. 
§{Laura Bannon, Mind Your Child's Art, Pellegrini and 
Cudahy Publishers, New York, 1952 •. 
4 
3. Scope 
This study involves the measuring of achievement o£ 
crayon drawings in the Elementary Grades by means of a 
check list and a rating scale. Crayon drawing is just one 
of the media in Art Education. Other media are painting, 
water painting and oil painting, cutting and pasting, clay 
and modeling of any kind. This study does not concern 
itself with the l ast mentioned areas. 
This project was conducted in the Fall and Winter of 
the years 1953-1954. The place was a suburban community 
of 30,000 people. There are ten Elementary Schools with 
12 Kindergartens, 23 First Grades and 18 Second Grades, 
involving a total of 53 teachers in .these classrooms. 
There are approximately 2,500 children in these grades. 
In all 53 teachers participated in this phase of the 
study and 32 took part in the final stage. 
This study aims to measure the general progress in 
crayon drawin6 rather than estimates of any creative 
ability and talent. 
Phase one involved the teachers in the selected grades, 11 
I 
and the pupil work samples that were passed in, and 11 
comments. These three pupil work samples were picked I 
after a weekly art lesson and were the best crayon 
drawing, an average crayon drawing, and the poorest 
5 
crayon drawing. The comments which were collected with the 
crayon drawings were set aside Eor a check list. The 
crayon drawings were put into nine divisions with some 
oE these to be used in the final stage ·with the check list . 
The basic duties were taken from the 49 Kindergarten, 
50 First Grades and 45 Second Grade crayon drawing sets 
that were passed in Eor phase one. 
4. General Procedure 
First a search was made to see what elements of art 
were evident in various sources. The Art Curricular from 
Palo Alto, California; Albany, New York; Tennessee; and 
Illinois; and yearly art lesson plans from a few local 
school systems were examined. However, there were no 
criteria for judging art on different grade leve l s, no 
growth patterns indivated nor was there any device for 
rating and grading drawings to be found. 
For this reason an impersonal study was undertaken. 
First an instruction sheet (Figure 1) was sent to all 
the teachers of the Kindergarten~, First and Second Gr ades 
in order to acquaint them with the purpose of the study. 
This sheet gave explicit directions and instructions about 
choosing pupils' quality work samples. 
I 
I' 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
To the Teachers of the Kindergarten , Grades l and 2 in the 
School System of Town X: 
Nature of Study 
This study is being carried on i n the lee al school 
system to get at some of the problems of Measurement in 
the field of Art. The assistance of all teachers in grades 
ki ndergarten , l and 2 is being sought. The study arises 
to investigate what the art growth patterns are for their 
different levels. 
After each art lesson, please select three drawi n§S as 
follows:.- 1. The best drawing (use white sheet) 
2. The average drawing (use blue sheet) 
3. The poorest drawing (use yellow sheet) 
On the accompanying sheets, please list the main 
reason(s) why each was chosen. Attach the best drawing to 
the white sheet, an average drawing to tre blue sheet and 
the poorest to t he yellow sheet. 
These samples are to be r eturned anonymously. Please 
send weekly samples to the Eliot School Box at the Johnson 
School. 
(Signed) Jean A. MacKinnon 
Eliot School 
Figure 1. Research Project i n Art Appraisal 
At the end of each weekly art lesson in the three 
grades concerned, the t eacher picked the best drawing, an 
average drawing and the poorest crayon drawing. Then us:i. ng 
the given comment sheets, she took the best crayon drawing 
and using the white comment sheet. wrote the reasons why 
that crayon drawing was the best. Using the blue comment 
sheet for the average, and the yellow comm.ent sheet for 
the poorest crayon drawing, she made individual comments 
for the respective crayon drawings. 
The t eachers selected three quality work samples from 
the beginning of November 1953 through the month of 
J anuary 1954 at each art period. To enable rapid and 
accura te sorting, the sheet instructed these cooperative 
personnel when and how to use the white , blue and yellow 
comment sheets (Figure 2). As an added precaution the 
writer conferred with the particular teachers involved 
in each building to make sure that the teacl1ers understood. 
Each t ea cher then selected her three quality drawings 
(best, average , and poorest crayon drawings). Us ing a 
set of commen t sheets, which were passed ou.t, she wrote 
down why each drawing ·was classified a s the best crayon 
drawing , m1 average crayon drawing or t he poorest crayon 
drawing . 
I 
Jl 
I 
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All drawings and comments passed in by the cooperat ive 
teachers were collected and divided into nine groupings: -
Kindergarten First Grade Second Grade 
Best 
Average 
Poorest 
Best 
Average 
Poorest 
Best 
Average 
Poorest 
From the nine groupings , three qualitative summary 
sheets were made up using all t:ne informati Jn f' ound on 
each individual comment sheet givir:g reaso ns why the 
crayon drawing was the best , a n average , and the poorest •. 
The third stage involved the refinemen t of these 
co mm ents until the final check list was developed. 
Fourteen items were finally used in the check list having 
been refined on the basis of a frequency count made of 
each item. 
9 
Grade 
Date 
This is the best drawing because -
Grade 
Date 
. This is an average drawing because -
Grade 
Da te 
This is a poor drawing because -
Figure 2. Comment Sheet 
=--- ---- - -=-=-=- =----= 
A qualitative selection of crayon drawi rgs from all 
the pupil work samples passed in in pha se one was made 
for the purpas e of validation of the descriptive check 
list. Two sets of ten crayon drawings for each gr~de were 
selected. Each group contained: - three best crayon 
dra _;i ings, four average crayon drawings and three poor 
crayon drawings according to initial judgiiEnt. In this 
way, there were two sets of ten crayon drawings procured 
for each grade level to be evaluated or a check in the 
value of the observed instrument. Each teacher was given 
the two s ets: - Set (A) to be divided into three groups 
without the aid of a scale or check list and Set (B) to 
rate each drawing individually using the rating scale. 
Thirty-two t eachers evaluated both sets of their own 
grade level. This involved 12 Kindergarten teachers, 10 
First Grade and 10 Second Grade teachers in the fina l che ck 
in the newly devised technique .. 
5. Conclusion 
This study aims to develop a check list of appraisal 
of crayon drawings. This technique was further appraised 
by using it experimentally to appraise drawings of 
Kindergarten quality, First Grade quality and Second Grade 
quality. 
11 
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Cill1.PTER II 
REVIKN OF PREVIOUS RESEA,.LiCH 
There aJ."'e only a few scattered overall tests to 
measure the education in art at any grade level in the 
schools. There are oth~rs that aim to measure the growth 
in rt Appreciation at the college level, and to :riEasure 
the cr eative skills of an art student. In dividing the 
measuring of art into groups , three catagories can be 
set up : Tests of Artistic Appreciation, Tests of ~\rtistic 
Ability, and Drawing Scales. 
Art Appreci ation : -
11 
Meier-Seashore Art Judgment Test - a test of 
artistic judgment based on the choice of one pair 
of pictures i n a series of pairs. Each pair consists 
of the reproduction of a picture of recognized 
'I 
'I 
'I 
artistic merit and the same picture altered in some 11 
detail in such fashion as to lower its artistic , 
excellence. The test consists of 125 pairs of pictures.!! 
~· . 
McAdory Art Test - this t est consists of 72 plates 1: (with four pictures in a series for one plate). It 
is a test of artistic judgment based on the preference 
1/Herbert Read, Education Through Art, P~theon Books, 
New York . 1945, p •. 204-206. 
E( Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, J. Raymond 
Gerberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary 
School., Lbngmans, Green and Gompany, New York, 1948,. 
Chap. XIX .. 
order of the four pictures. Each variatior1 of the 
plates involve differences in shape and line, 
arrangement, value of dark and light and in color 
schemes. y 
Christensens' Test of Appreciation of Art -
This test has so~ewhat the same idea as the McAdory 
Art Test with the plate consisting of four pictures. 
Christensen based his test on two ideas - (1) the 
ability to react sensitively to aims of the artist 
and (2) to discriminate between inferior and superior 
art quality. 
gj 
Graves Design Judgment Test - this test is 
strictly for seventh graders and on through high 
school dealing with design. 
:Y William B. Michael ,, Director .of Testing, University 
of California , wrote the following a bout the Graves Design 
Judgment Test,_ "• •••. major weakness is establishing more or 
less universal criteria (principles) against which the test 
might be validated •••• on the negative side - •••• lack of 
follow-up data to indicate the validity in the prediction 
of success in educational activities in which aestnetic 
judgment is thought to be important." 
l/1~daline Kinter, Measurement of Artistic Abilities, The 
Psychological Corporation~ New York, 1933, p.32. 
,g/Mai tland Graves, What is Your IQ in Design?, Art 
Instruction, 1939, P. 11-14. 
yoscar Krisen Bt1ros, Fourth Mental Measuren:ents Yearbook, 
Gryphoh Press, Highland Park, New Jersey,, 1953, p. 335. 
. -~ ') 
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Also Edwin Ziegfeld, Pro~essor of Fine Arts, Teachers 
y 
College Columbia University , in reviewing the Maitl and 
Graves Design Judgmen t Test (i n Buros Mental Measurement 
Yearbook) wrote: "Evidence pre sen ted in t he manual 
indicates that the test discri minates sharply between art 
and non-a~t groups a t both High School and College levels. 
Until evidence is present on t he validity of the test, it 
is recom.111ended that the results be used with caution. 11 
Jj'or a review in Buros' Meier's Art Test, Harold A. 
Schultz, Professor o~ Art Education , Univers ity of Ill inois y 
says the following 11 •••• it is statistically reli abl e and 
easy to administer and score. The instrument does well as 
a measure of sensitivity to design, and the resul ts may 
be u sed by counselors as one means of discovering talent. 
The manual cle arly indicates that traits other than 
a esthetic judgment are ne eded by indivi duals who intend to 
find a successful career in art ." 
Artistic Ability: 
Lewerenz Test in Fundamenta l Abilities of Visual 
Arts ~- consists of a battery of nine tests designed 
]/Oscar Krisen Buros, op. cit., p. 335. 
E/Ibid. , P• 224 . 
Q/H. A. Greene , A.N.Jorgensen , J.R.Gerberich, op. cit., 
PP• 456-459. 
to measure the recognition, originality, knowledge , 
memory, analysis of propor tion ~ lines , discrimination 
of color, and subject matter . y 
lCDauber Art Abilities - the revised test i ncludes 
sixteen measures of the components of art, for 
example: - l ong and short time memory, observation 1 
accuracy , i magination , analyzing ability, design 
sensitivity .. 
The Knauber .~t Abilities Test was reviewed in Buros ' y 
by Edwin Ziegfeld as follows: "Further information on what 
the t est actually measures and data from larger and more 
diversified groups would seem to be necessary before re-
sults could be used or interpreted with much assurance ." 
Drawing Scales: 
Thorndike 1 s Scale For Gene raJ. Merit of Children 1 s 
Drawi ngs ~ - a series of scal ed drawi ngs to be used 
as models i n rating drawi:ogs of children . The child •s 
drawing will be matched to the scaled drawing. 
Kline-Care Measuri· ~ Scale for Freehand 
Drawing 4 - scale was designed as a means of measuring 
quality of freehand dr awing with respect to represen-
tation. It has 14 gr~ded samples of each of the 
1/H.A.Greene, A. N.Jorgensen, J.R.Gerberich, op. cit ., p. 456.1· 
E(O . K.Buros, op. cit. , p. 222 
_Q,/iteon L. Winslow, The I ntegrated School · Art Program,, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,. 1939, pp. 284-285 • 
• j/Fowler D. Brooks, "The Relative Ac curacy of Ratings 
Assigned With and Without the Use of Dr awing Scal es", 
School and Society 27 :.518-520, April 28 ,, 1928 
1 5 
following: house, tree, rabbit and figure in action. 
Children's drawings are matched with the samples in 
the scale. y 
McCarty Drawing Scale for Young Children - scale 
includes graded s amples of the children's drawings of 
persons, houses and compositions including tree (four 
to eight years of age). y 
Williams' Seale f~ Judging Kindergarten Drawings 
This scale is useful to guide t eacher's judgment. It ' 
contains judgment of children's drawings of an object 
based on five classes of achievement ranging from 
11 not recognizable" to "proportion and drawing of detail". 
I n this chapter there are ten art tests mentioned. 
These ten tests are spread over the educational art field 
from the kindergarten through college and art schools. 
Just a f ew considering the l arge field that the test cover. 
The reviews that are written all more or less contain the 
same ideas: (1) these tests may be i mproved on by 
eliminating or adding something, (2.) further research a nd 
study should be done, (3) more tests should be constructed. 
1/Stella McCarty, Children ' s Drawings, Williams and Wilkins 
~ompany , Baltimore , 1924 
_g,IMadaline Kinter , Measurement of Artistic Abilities,. New 
York, 1933, Survey - p. 74 (Bird). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
In Town X, there are ten Elementary Schools. Below 
Table 1 shows how many teachers there are in the Kinder-
garten, First and Second Grades. 
Table 1. Total Number of Teachers in Town X 
in the Three Selected Grades 
Grades Number of Teachers 
Kindergarten •••• 12 
First Grade • • • • • 23 
Second Grade •••• 18 
Total •••• 53 
~· Table 1. indicates that there are twelve 
teachers in the Kindergarten, 23 in the 
First Grade and 18 in the Second Grade. 
Therefore a total of 53 teachers in the 
three mentioned grades in Town X. 
1'7 
.I 
• I 
The following Table 2. shows how many teachers took 
part in phase one of this study in Town X of the Elementary 
Schools. 
Table 2. Total Number of Teachers That 
Participated in Phase I in Town X 
Grades NUmber of Teachers 
Kindergarten • • 12 
First Grade ••• 20 
Second Grade •• 18 
Total ••• 50 
§/ The above Table 2. shows that all the 
Kindergarten teachers (12) took part 
in Phase l of this study. Twenty out 
of the 23 First Grade teachers cooperated 
in this phase. For the Second Grade, all 
18 teachers participated i n the first 
phase in Town X. 
II 
For the final grading of the crayon drawings selected, 
the teachers of the three grades concerned were asked for 
their cooperation again. Thirty-three teachers in all 
helped in the grading. Table 3. breaks down the number 
of teachers into the three grades. 
Table 3. Total Number of Teachers That 
Participated in the Grading of 
the Crayon Drawings in Phase II 
Grades 
Kindergarten •• 
First Grade ••• 
Second Grade ... 
Total ••• 
Number of Teachers 
12 
10 
10 
32 
'I 
~ Table 3. indicates the number of the 
teachers participating in the grading II 
of the selected drawings. In comparing 
the number of Kindergarten teachers 
involved this table and table 1 and 2 
show that all the Kindergarten teachers 
cooperated through-out this study. This 
table also shows that ten First Grade and 
ten Second Grade teachers participated 
making a total of 32 teachers in the three 
grades who graded the drawings. 
From all the individual comments by the Kindergarten 
teachers accompanying the best, an average, and the poorest 
crayon drawings, a list was made of the exclusive items. 
Thirty-two exclusive items were listed. A frequency count 
was made of these items, dividing the count i nto three 
parts: - Best, Average, and Poor, as shown on Table 4. 
on the following page. 
In listing the exclusive items from the comments of 
the 20 First Grade teachers , ther e are twenty-eight. 
Table 5. appearing on page 22 shows these items and their 
best, average and poorest frequency count. 
Table 6. on page 23 shows 23 exclusive items taken 
from the individual comments by 18 Second Grade Teachers . 
Plus these items a frequency count was made with best, 
average and poorest counts. 
Table 4. Summary Sheet of Qualitative Comments of Twelve 
Kindergarten Teachers with Frequency Count 
Items 
Good Features 
Good Proportion 
Following of directions 
Good idea 
Good coordination 
Good form 
Neatness 
Solid-even coloring 
Colored - one direction 
Colored - inside linea 
Features - only half 
Proportion - not good 
Directions - fair 
Fair coloring 
Us ed only one color 
Didn' t cover all paper 
IJight coloring 
Poor coordination 
Ideas not related 
No background 
No size 
No form 
No idea 
No unity 
No shape 
Objects i ncomplete 
Didn 't follow directions 
Poor coloring 
Colors overlapped 
Colored outsiide the lines 
Untidy - in all directions 
Frequency Count 
Best Average 
8 
11 
12 
17 
4 
9 
15 
25 
4 
3 
1 
3 
2 
4 
4 
8 
6 
4 
-8 
1 
8 
8 
4 
12 
1 
3 
1 
2 
7 
3 
1 
1 
2 
Poorest 
2 
2 
2 
2 
11 
7 
1 
14 
10 
7 
7 
3 
9 
15 
2 
2 
7 
A summary of a ll the items of the Qualitative Comments 
sent in by the 50 t'eaohers (Table 2) for the best, average 
and poorest drawing was made. From all the se items,. 32 ex-
clusive items were taken. Table 4. contai ns these 32 items 
plus a frequency count for t he best, average and poorest 
i terns in the Kinder garten. 
- -
Table 5. Summary Sheet o~ Qualitative Comments of Twenty 
First Grade Teachers with Frequency Count 
Items 
Following of directions 
Connections of objects 
Good shape 
Originality 
Uniformity 
Good form 
Neatness 
Good coordination 
Relationship 
Placement good 
Balance 
Good features 
Good coloring 
Solid - even coloring 
Coloring - one direction 
Fair shape 
Objects not connected 
Fair directions 
Fair features 
Fair coloring 
Poor shape 
Wrong colors 
Poor proportion 
Poor directions 
Coloring - all directions 
Didn't cover paper 
Poor coloring 
Untidy 
Frequency Count: 
BBst Average Poorest 
15 3 
11 
10 
9 6 
7 
11 
18 5 
9 3 
12 
17 
7 
2 
23 ll 
5 
1 
3 
4 
11 
7 
16 
8 
1 
1 
1 
16 
10 
2 
1 
7 
3 
11 
11 
1 
ll 
lL 
II- . 
I •. ,~ ) f"- ..... , 
tl 
Table 5. shows the 28 exclusive items takeh from the 
First Grade Qualitative Co®nents passed in with the drawings ~ 
in Phase I. Plus the 28 exclusive items, a frequency count ' 
was made in three parts: - best, average and poorest. 
Table 6. Summary She et of Qualitative Comments of Eighteen 
Second Grade Teachers with Frequency Count 
Items 
Frequency Count 
Best Average Poorest 
Good imaginaticn 12 3 
Feeling of balance 8 2 
Good proportion 16 8 
Neatness 11 6 
Good perspective 10 5 
Follows directions 19 12 
Ideas good 9 7 
Good design 7 2 
Simple background 2 7 
Good coloring 17 8 
Contrast of colors 9 3 
Lack of scenery 10 
Fair design 3 2 
Fair coordination 7 4 
Colored outside lines 2 9 
Poor coloring 3 7 
Poor features 2 13 
No unity 4 ll 
Nothing connected 1 3 
tack of balance 2 
No proportion 2 10 
No design 3 
Untidy 1 11 
From all of the Qualitative Comments passed in for the 
Second Grade, 23 exclusive items were tru{en to develop 
Table 6. With these exclusive items, three frequency 
counts were made - a count for the best, average and 
poorest items. 
2 ;., .. ~Q •. · 
A summary of the items of Tables 4, 5, and 6 was 
made. The items were broken down into 14 ani it was these ' 
14 items that were used as the check list in the study. 
With these 14 items, a frequency count was made. This 
count was divided into four parts. The parts are divided 
into three qualities of drawing performance of the three 
grades plus the tota l of the best, average a nd poorest. 
Table 7 •. Ninimum Overlap Comments Summerized Form: -
Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Frequen cies 
Items Frequency Count 
Kdg. 1st. Gr.. 2nd. Gr. Total 
---- 11 
B. Av. P. B. Av. P. B. Av. P. B. Av. P• 
Coloring: even, dark, 34 22 24 31 31 20 33 29 19 98 88 63 
solid, insid e lines 
Features:. facial, nosel7 7 5 5 6 2 4 3 2 26 16 9 1 
eyes~ mouth,expression 
Proportion 21 6 6 21 8 7 8 9 11 49 23 24 
Following of 
directions 12 7 5 8 11 12 8 7 3 28 25 20 
Idea 17 10 8 14 7 17 15 15 10 46 42 35 
Coordination 6 6 16 10 9 14 5 6 11 21 21 41 
Shape S 7 13 13 11 5 10 7 6 31 25 24 
Neatness 10 6 1 15 4 14 10 5 7 35 15 22 
Connection of objects 1 2 8 5 3 1 5 1 1 11 6 2 
Rela tionship 2 3 7 9 3 
Balance 5 7 5 4 12 5 4 
Perspective 12 7 7 12 7 7 
Design 2 4 1 8 4 2 10 8 3 
Simple background. 1 3 5 7 5 4 11 10 4 
Table 7 is a surnmar.i. zed for m of Tables 4, 5, and 6. All 
the exclusive i terns were minimized to 14 items or comments. 
A fr equency count also accompanies these items. There is a 
count for Kindergarten, Gra de 1 a nd Grade 2 and a total of 
the three grades. Each grade is divided into three sub-
divisions - best, average and poorest. 
o r; 
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In the final stage of the crayon drawing study, the 12 
Kindergarten teachers who participated in Phase II graded 
t wo sets of crayon drawings. Set A: to divide into three 
groups. - best, averag e, poorest without any aid. Set B: 
to rate each crayon drawing individually with the aid of the 
14 item check list. Table a. shows the number of correct 
and incorrect placements of the t wo sets of crayon drawings. · 
Table 8. Number of Kindergarten Crayon Drawings with 
Corr ect and Incorrect Placements 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Number Without aid o.f Check list 
Placement Incorrect 
Placement 
(correct placement) 2 
• • • • . • . . . • 3 3 
• • • • . • • • 
• • • • • . . • . • 1 3 
• • • • • • • • • • 2 8 
• • • • • • • • • • 1 5 
• • . • • • • • • • 1 6 
Total incorrect 
placements • • • 25 
With Aid of 
Check list 
Placement Incorr.ect 1 
Placement !r 
8 
2 2 
2 
Table 8 shows the placements in the grading of the 
drawings by the kindergarten teachers. Without aid of the 
check list, there are two correct placements and 25 
i ncorrect placements. With the aid of the check list, there 
are eight correct and two incorrect placements. 
For the results of the ten First Grade t eachers in 
Phase II, Table 9 shows the number of correct and incorrect 
placements of the crayon drawings in Set A and B. 
Table 9. Number of First Grade Crayon Drawings with 
Correct and Incorrect Placements: 
Number 
Without aid of 
checlc list 
With Aid of 
check list 
Placement Incorrect Placement Incorrect 
Placement Placement 
0 (correct placement) 2 7 
1 • • • • • . • • • • 3 3 3 3 2 • • • • • • • . • • 1 2 
3 • • . . • • • . • • 2 6 
4 • • • • • . • • . • 5 • • • • • • • • 2 10 
Total incorrect 
placements 21 3 
For the First Grade t eachers , there are 21 incorrect 
and t wo correct placements without aid of check list. 
Seven correct and three incorrect placements with the 
aid of check list. 
Table 10 shows the number of cor rect and incorrect 
pla cements of t he crayon drawings of t he ten Seco 11d Gr ade 
t eachers . The pla cement of both sets of crayon dr a~ings 
c.re l isted: Set A without aid and Set B with a i d of check 
list. 
Table 10 .. Number of Second Gra de Crayon Dr8.wings with 
Correct and Incorr ect Placement 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Number 
(correct placement) 
•· • 
• • 
.. • 
• • 
•· • 
• • 
. • • • • . • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • . 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • . . • . . 
Total incorrect 
placement 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ni thou t .\ id of 
Check list 
With Aid of 
Check list 
Placement Incorrect Placement Incorrect 
Placement Placement 
1 7 
3 3 3 3 
4 12 
1 5 
1 6 
26 
Without the aid of the check list, the ten Second 
Grade t eachers had one correct and 26 incorr ect placements . 
With t he aid there are seven correct and 3 i ncor rect 
placements. 
The total number of correct and incorrect placements 
of the crayon drawings rated by the 32 teachers in the 
selected t hree grades appear i n Table 11. 
Table 11. Number of Crayon Drawings in the Ki ndergarten , 
First and Second Grades with the Total Correct 
and Incorrect Placements 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Number 
(correct placement) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
•· 
• • • • • • . 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • . • • • 
• • • 
. • • • 
• • • .. • • • 
Total incorrect 
placement 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• .. 
Without Aid of 
Check list 
With Aid of 
Check list 
Placement Incorrect Placement Incorrec·t 
Placement Placement 
5 22 
9 9 8 8 
1 2 
7 21 
2 8 
4 20 
2 12 
72 8 
Table 11 shows the total plac ements (correct and i n-
correct) in the kindergar ten, Firs t and Second Grades. 
Without the aid of the check list, there are a total of five 
correct and 72 incorrect placements. With the aid of the 
check list, there are a total of 22 correct and only eight 
i ncorrect placements. Tpese two sets of drawings were rated 
by 32 teachers of the three grades. 
90 ~(.) 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSI CNS 
After instructions, the teachers of the kindergarten, 
Fir st and Second Grades, passed in s~nple crayon dr a wings 
accompanied by comrnent sheets, explaining why they selected 
these drawing s as best, average, and poorest. 
From the summary comment sheets a refinement was made 
until the final scale was developed.. The f ollowing are 
the 14 items used in the rating sca le on the basis of a 
fre quency count made of each item. 
1. Coloring (even, solid 
dark, inside lines) 
2. Features (Facial) -
nose , eyes, mouth, 
expression 
3. Pr oportion 
4.. Following of Directions 
5. Idea 
6. Coordina tion 
7. Shape 
B. Neatness 
9. Connection of objects 
10. Rela tionship 
11. Bala nce 
12. Pe r sp e c t j_ve 
13. Design 
14. Simple back@round 
From all cra.yo:1 dre;wings submi.tted , t wo set s we:re 
obt ain ed from the kindergarten , ea ch on e cont a ining three 
best, foul:' average and three poorest crayon drawings , The 
same was done for Grades 1 and 2. 
' .)·(} 
('-6i i -. i' 
The qualita tive crayon drawi ngs were a ssign ed number s 
and symbols so t ha t t hey could be used to s h ow t he va l ue 
of' t he chart. The f'irst numb er or symbol tells in wh at 
gr ade the crayon drawing was dra1vn, (K - Kindergar ten, 
I -First Grade, II - Second Grade) . The seco ni numb er 
tells the group that the crayon dr awing is in, (1 - Best, 
2 - .4-verage , 3 - Poorest). The third symbol t ells the 
set that the drawing belongs in, (all capital letters are 
i n Set A and all small letters are i n Set B). 
Example: -
K 1 B - Kindergarten, Best crayon drawing, Set A. 
I . 2 a - First Grade, Average crayon drawing, Se t B. 
II 3 C - Second Gra de 1 Poorest crayon drawing , Set A. 
An unselected group of teachers evaluated these 
crayon drawings: Set A without aid of' any kind, a nd Set B 
with the aid of' the check list. It was f'ound tha t they 
were more accurate when the check list was used. 
Unf'ortunately ther e are several limitations which 
are obvious.. The f'ield was a very narrow one, in tha t 1 t 
covered only one town. The use of' t wo di f'f'erent quali ta-
tive sets f'or the purpose of' provi1~ the v alue of' the 
check list, assumed that both sets were alike in value. 
The survey is only f'or use in the kindergarten, Grades 1 
and 2. It is also limited to the media of' crayon drawings. 
To expani this study more towns should be tested. 
Standards should be set up for other grades and other 
media of art could be used. 
However, it does appear tha t there is a definite 
qualit ative difference in cr~on drawing in the e a~ly 
primary grades wnich can be evaluated more easily by 
the classroom teacher with the aid of a check list. 
II 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
Individual Comments by Kindergarten Teachers 
Accompanying the Best Crayon Drawings 
1. Originality i n color - solid coloring 
2. Features - good 
3. Followed directions - good coloring - good features 
4. Owl good proportion - featurss good 
5. Ideas good - proportion good 
6 •. Followed directions - colored leaves fairly well 
7. Good even solid coloring - followed directions -
wall third dimension 
8 . Clearly shows a child at play 
9. Coloring - good, solid, and even - well proportion 
10. Elaborate skyline - more than three houses - good coloring 
11. Good coloring - features good 
12. Specific plan and story and thoughtful detail 
13. Gmod proportions and arrangement 
14 . Proportion good - coloring and colors good 
15. Good coloring (ad lib) variety 
16. Drew straight lines - colored as directed - followed 
directions 
17. More form- related ideas 
18. Good, solid coloring 
19.. Sky down to grass - boy proportion very good - features 
good - colored all in one direction 
20.. Good proportion - upper and lower arm (pro portion) -
heels on the shoes 
21. Good coordination in tracing - good coloring - colored 
inside the lines - colored in one direction -
originality - good features 
22. Good color - good shading - idea very good 
23 . Covered all the paper - tried balance design 
24. Good tree proportion - good size trunk 
25 . Lines are good - followed directions 
26. Good form - good color 
27. Illustrates specific idea - good form 
28. Good coloring - idea good - good shape 
29. Good coloring - followed directions 
30. Followed directions 
31. Idea and coordination good 
32. Even , smooth coloring - neat - good subject 
33. Good idea - neat 
34. Follows directions - colored neatly 
35. Neat - good proportion - plus eyes, nose and mouth 
36. Ideas very good - good coloring 
I 
I 
37. Good porportions - good coloring 
38. Form very good 
39. Nea t work and good coloring 
40. Solid, even coloring - neat 
41. Line s of building good - neat 
42. Good idea 
43. Very neat - colored i n one direction 
44. Covered entire paper and good coloring 
45. Coloring very good - good at following directions 
46. Coloring very neat and orderly 
4 7 •. Done carefully - idea and color good 
48. ·Neat - clean and even coloring 
49. Good f'eatures - very tidy - good proportion 
Individual Comments by Kindergarten Teachers 
Accompanying the Average Crayon Drawings 
1.. Good composition 
2. Good - no extras 
3. Features only i present 
4. Two eyes - twig on grass 
5. Basic good- (house, tree, moon)- that 's all 
6. Followed directions very well - leaves and coloring not 
too good 
7. Got nain idea - fair colori ng - good colors 
8 . Fa ir drawing 
9 . Coloring f air - hair f air - good main idea 
10.. Three outline s hape s - good coordination 
11. Fair coloring and fair features 
12.. Ha s general idea - form and certain amount of detail 
13. Fair - proportions not t oo good 
14. Sha pe and proportion good - coloring go od - colors no 
15. Go od coloring - but used o~e color 
16 . Child followed directio~s - lines are not straight 
17. Has form and color - i deas not rela ted or specific 
18. Colors f air - not to edges - light 
19. No background - boys have f eat ures and parts of body 
but size is way off ' 
20. Has part of fi gure - no size 
21. Good tracing - fair coloring 
22. "walking " good - coloring not too good 
23. Didn 't cover all paper - ,; ood coordination 
24. Colo r good - straight tree 
25. Lines pretty good - di d not follow directions i n coloring 
26. Chil dren like to make designs - form a nd color good 
27 •. Good color - f air shape 
28. Good i dea - poor coloring 
29. Little detail - g ood idea 
30. Didn't cover all the paper- feature s good 
31 . Form and idea good - coloring poor 
32. No features - no proportion - good coloring 
33 . Genera l idea - not neat 
34. Coordination good 
35. Half figure good proportion - background poor 
36. Good coloring - fair idea 
37 •. Features good - fair coloring 
38. Followed directions - fair idea and coloring 
39. Colored inside lines - house good - trees and people poor 
40. Coloring good - coordination poor 
4l. Good coloring - good proportion in building 
42. Good coloring - not neat 
43. Formation of objects good 
44. Trees good shape - colori1~ good 
45. House good size - fair coloring 
46. Average coloring 
47 •. General idea - windows not well placed - poor 
proportion 
48. Coloring good but selection of colors poor 
49. Fair coloring 
(I 
· .Individual Comments by Kindergarten Teachers 
Accompanying the Poor Crayon Drawings 
1.. Poor coloring - colored out side lines - every di r ection 
2. No form - no nothing 
3.. No - fo r m, s bapde, color, anything 
4 •• P·oor coloring - sky incomplete 
5. Ifo form 
6. Poor drawing 
7. No definite anything 
8.. No idea - poor work 
9. No -features, feather s , unity 
10. No skyline - poor coordination - untidy 
11. Poor coordinati on - no face - poor coloring 
12. Done aimlessly - no interest in it - one color -
no form 
13. No sense of proportion - poor coordination 
14. No - coloring, shape, featur es, body - all unsteady 
15.. Poor coordination - poor selection of colors 
16. Didn't follow di r ections- lines/// instead of 
crosswise 
17. No form - no idea to tell about 
18. Color s overlap - f a ir coordination 
19. No shape - no features 
20. No background - arms and legs from head - no body 
21.. Tracing poor - coloring a ll over direction and then 
not at all 
2 2 . 11Walking 11 very poor - only one color 
23. Didn't cover all of paper- didn't follow directi ons 
24. No form - colored outside lines 
25. Directi ons were not followed - except to use right 
color 
26. No form or a ppa rent plan 
27. No form - awful coloring 
28 . Didn't follow directions- no idea 
29. Poor coloring 
30. Poor proportion - poor fi gures 
31. No shape - very bad color ing 
32. No body - nothing - just splashes of color 
33. Two objects but that is all 
34. Untidy 
35. No figure - just poor coloring 
36. No idea present - means nothing 
37 •. Eyes but no nose or mouth - poor fi gure 
38. Awful 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
No form - poor coloring 
Poor coloring - poor coordination 
Outline but no windows and no grass or ground 
No idea - no coloring 
Untidy - means nothing - no idea 
Poor coloring 
House small, person too big, coloring poor 
Poor composition 
Scribbled - not good order 
No order 
No idea - poor coloring 
22. 
23. 
24. 
Imagination in desi g~ - ba l ance - neatness 
Good boservation - heel and toe de sign 
1
' 25. 
' 26. 
Size of child and tree very good - good coloring - simple 
Bells - follows direction - neatly put to gether 
Parts of house connected - good proportion - windows 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
27. 
pla ced good 'I 
Very good coloring 
I 28. 
29. 
II 30. 
31. 
32. 
33~ 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
Neat - good even coloring 11 
Connection of objects - good idea - good coloring 
Good shape - good coloring - nea t 11 
S~mple idea &1d ba ckground - good features - ne at 
Good idea 
Good shape and coloring 
Train very good - connection of tra in to tracks - simple 
background - neat 
Ne at - coordination good 
Simple background - g ood pro portion 
Followed directions - good ideas 
Individual Comments by First Grade Teachers 
Accompanying The Best Crayon Drawings 
1. Solid coloring - connection between all objects 
2. Good coloring and shape - made free hand - used good 
colors 
3. Good cars - go od coloring - connected objects 
4. Originality of design - good choice of colors 
5. Mittens - uniformity in size and color 
6. Very good form 
7. Imagination good 
8. Directions followed correctly - coordination good 
9 •. Coloring and idea very good 
10. Very neat - dark and even coloring 
11.. Good design - good coloring 
12. Shapes fill the space - g ood relationshi p between size 
of objects 
13. Good coloring - strokes all one way - placement good 
14. Good choice o:f color - warm and cold colors introduced 
in pattern - Shows balance and originality in design 
15~ Neatness - go od coloring - general accuracy 
16~ Coloring and shape good 
17. Good free hand drawing - coloring and balance good 
original design 
18~ Directions were followed - colored dark 
19. Neat - go od idea 
20 . Coloring and coordination good 
21. Mixing of colors good 
22. I magination in desi gn - balance - neatness 
23. Good boservation - heel and toe design 
24w· Size of child and tree very good - good coloring - simple 
25. Bells - :follows direction - nE-at l y put together 
26. Parts of house connected - good proportion - windows 
placed good 
27. Very good coloring 
28. Neat - good even coloring 
29. Connection of objects - good idea - good coloring 
30. Good shape - good coloring - neat 
31~ S~mple idea &~d background - good features - neat 
32. Good idea 
33~ Good shape and coloring 
34. Train very good - connection of train to tracks - simple 
background - neat 
35. Ne at - coordination good 
36 . Simple background - good pro portion 
37. Followed directions - good ideas 
39 
38. Very good coloring - good coordination 
39. Very neat - good coloring 
40. Folded paper right - idea good 
41. Good coloring 
42. Handled chalk very neatly - good i dea 
43. Directions followed - excellent coloring 
44. Good proportion - coloring good 
45. Good proportion - features good 
46. Connection between all objects - solid coloring 
4 7 • Very good form 
48. Neat - cle ar cut coloring 
49 . Design and coloring and size good - very neat paper 
50. Goo d coloring a nd shape - made free hand 
--= ------
Individual Comments by First Grade Teachers 
Accompanying the Average Crayon Drawings 
1. Faper showing throu&h - coloring in every direction -
good features 
2. Shape too tall - average coloring 
3. Sky down to grass - squares for cars - sun - cars 
not on tracks 
4. Good but lack of coordination 
5.. Followed directions fairly well - neat 
6. Good at following directions - far coloring 
7. Good coloring 
B. Directions followed correctly - coordination fair 
9. Coloring fair - fair idea 
10. Fair coloring 
11. Fair design - no connection of colors 
12. Idea original - drawing creative - relationship 
in sizes should be stressed more - coloring fair -
variety of colors 
13. Child should have more practice in using crayons 
14. Fills paper - coloring average - fail.ed to observe 
general features - no head - colorful feathers of 
great i mportance 
15. House slants - no people 
16. Good coordina tion - fair coloring - f a ir originality 
17. Different shape than others - not a s tall as first 
person - coloring good 
18. Good coloring - part of an idea but no story 
19. Good coordination - poor idea 
20 . Mixed colors good 
21. No variety in design - neat and careful work 
22. Neat - simple design 
23. Simple background - coloring fair - no unifor~ni ty in 
size 
24. Directi ons followed correctly - not put together 
neatly 
25. Coloring good 
26. Relat ionship and coordination good 
27. Fair coloring - poor background 
28. Average work 
29. Good coloring - features fair 
30. Proportion f air - trees too small 
31.. Fair shape - simple background 
32. Train f ai r proportion - not on tracks - good coloring 
33. Idea good - coloring fair 
34. Good coloring - f a ir proportion 
35. Fair ideas - good coloring 
36. Good background 
37. Follows directions - fair coloring 
38. Folder paper but f air L~ coloring 
39. Colored outside of the lines 
40. Neat - idea good - f air colori ng 
41. Us ed only t wo colors i ns t ead of four 
42. Fair size - f air coloring 
43. Boy - g80 d proportion - girl poor proportion 
44. Simple baCkground 
45. Objects incomplete - good coloring - f air background 
46.. House slant s - chimney on side of house - f a ir col oring 
47. Design good - coloring and size fair 
48. Shape too short - average coloring 
49. Aver age coordination - form in places 
50. Followed directions fairly well 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
Individual Comments by First Grade Teachers 
Accompanying the Poor Crayon Drawings 
Pumpkin not on the ground - untidy - nothing 
connected - one character 
No bushy tail - poor shape 
Wrong colors - crude - poor coloring 
No imagination or originality - coordination and 
coloring poor 
Froportion poor - although uniform in color 
Subject is not clear 
Unsatisfactory 
Fair in following directions - coordination poor 
Coloring poor 
Poor coordination - coloring not done - directions 
not followed 
Foor idea - poor coloring 
General appearance cluttered - careless work -
lack of proportion 
Untidy - shows lack of muscular control - coloring 
careless 
Child has represented the turkey by use of color -
no importance placed upon shape - choice of colors 
not accurate - failed to blend colors 
Shape not right - trees not pine as directed 
Little originality - poor coordination 
Not colored on both sides - put colored balls on too 
No idea - no story - poor coloring 
No coordination 
Wrong colors - didn't follow direction 
Coordination poor 
No color contrast - poor design 
No idea - no background 
Poorly put together - ideas not related 
Poor coloring 
Poor coordination 
No idea 
Untidy 
Poor coloring - untidy 
Poor coloring - no proper tion 
No form 
No originality - poor coloring 
Untidy - means nothing 
13 
34. Ideas not related 
35. Scribbled 
36. Poor coordination - no background 
37. Unsatisfactory - very messy 
38. Didn't follow directions 
39. Scribbled 
40. Very untidy 
41. Nothing definite 
42. All objects incomplete 
43. No features - poor coloring 
44.. Poor coloring - no form or idea 
45. Coloring poor 
46. Careless 
47. Untidy 
48. Poor shape but neat 
49. Poor idea - poor coordination - poor coloring 
50. Subject is not clear - no idea 
'Individual c·omments by the Second Grade Teachers 
Accompanying the Best Crayon Drawings 
1. Good deal of imagination - nice color sense -
feeling of balance 
2. Colors lined up properly 
3. Child showed imagination - sense of proportion -
good color sense 
4. Proportion good - color and general appearance 
very good 
5. Good perspective - good figures - interesting 
6. Follows directions - showed imagination 
7. Showed imagination - good detail in memorizi1~ the 
poem 
8. Good placement - coloring and tracing good 
9. Expressed idea of football game well 
10.. Followed directions 
11. Good design and shape 
12. Neatly done 
13. True autumn shades - good size - good planning 
14. Good size 
15. Although not evenly drawn - good coloring - ~ery neat 
16. Good - perspective, coloring and followed directions 
17. Proportion very good - illustrated story - simple 
background - good color contrast - scarecrow main 
figure 
18. Figures in proportion - neat - simple poster 
19. Head well shaped - good size - features well placed 
20. Good balance - well planned design - novel border 
21. Well spaced - good coordination - very neat 
22. Good coloring - proportioned equally 
23. Original - fits Christmas season - well drawn f i gures 
24. Good:. - spacing, lettering, - followed directions 
25. Good construction - good background - figures good 
proper tion 
26. Perspective of houses and trees very good 
27. Design very good - good complinentary colors 
28. Good coloring - good balance 
29. Good perspective - good coloring 
30. Good idea - excellent balance of color and design 
31. Good design - good coloring 
32. Very good perspective - good relationship and shape 
33.. Neat - good coordination 
34. Follows directions - balance and perspecti. ve good 
35. S.imple background - good coloring 
I 
,, 
II 
36. Good relationship - neat - good idea - good form 
37. Good shape - good connection of objects 
38. Very neat - originality - excellent coloring 
39. p·erspecti ve very good - coloring all in one direction 
40. Design, balance and coloring good 
41. Neat - rel~tionship good - plain simple background 
42. Objects in right places - perspective good 
43. Good imagination - feeling of balance 
44. Good solid coloring - good proportion 
45. Good perspective - good coloring 
II 
I 
II 
I! 
Individual Comments by the Second Grade Teachers 
Accompanying the Average Crayon Drawings 
1. Coloring fair - proportion fair 
2. Good color - good proportion - not enough contrast 
in water and sky 
3. Idea satisfactory - proportion poor - coloring good 
4. Did not cover entire paper - idea good - colors good 
5. Lacks scenery 
6. Child had trouble staying inside lines 
7. Full use of imagination - lacks plan to his pictl.l:' e -
shows skill in drawing detail - did not fill up 
his paper 
8. Color good - spacing fair 
9. Own idea of game 
10.. Satisfactory drawing 
11. Design fair - color good 
12. Average coloring - size pretty good 
13. Average perspective - background missing 
14. Good size but poor coloring 
15. Tried his best 
16. Fair coloring - fair perspective 
17. Good figure construction - idea for stuffing good-
too much background 
18. Well constructed sailboats - waves well done -
background could be finished 
19. Good size - hat not shaped well - features not 
draw.a w·ell 
20. Border not evenly spaced - figure well done -
colors blend well 
21. Good coloring - good tracing 
22. Although poorly proportioned she tried hard - has 
main idea 
23. Well spaced - adapted to season - bright and colorful 
24. Good lettering - good retracing - but names should 
be capitals 
25 •. No background - good porportions 
26. Coloring and perspective fair 
27. Design fair - coloring fair 
28.. Average work - f air idea - fair coloring 
29. Average perspective - coloring good - followed 
directions 
30. Originality good 
31. Design fair - coloring average 
32. Followed directions - fair work 
{j."'' 
::e.:..;' 
I . 
33. Coordination fair - not all the objects are connected 
34. Balance good - perspective and coloring fair 
35. Idea good - satisfactory coloring 
36. Fair coloring 
37. Good shape - average coloring - fair idea 
38. Has all features - proportion poor 
39. Idea fair - coloring fair - half the picture is good 
perspective 
40. Excellent idea but coloring perspective and neatness 
only fair 
41. No background - idea fair - coloring average 
42.. Average drawing 
43. Coloring and idea fair 
44. Fair proportion - not too much contrast in colors used ' 
45. Figures good - background and coloring poor 
Individual Comments by the Second Grade Teachers 
Accompanying the Poor Crayon Drawings 
1. No unity to pictur e - chil d has scribbled carelessly 
2. Coloring poor - ~pacing poor 
3. Child stj_ 11 using symool.s 
4. Sky not meeting Wq ter - figures very poor 
5. Poor fi gures ani perspective - no point of interest 
6. Unable to plan diamonds - could not place colors 
in proper place 
7 •. Poor technique in coloring - idea not clear -
fi gures too big 
8. Should be a color chart - out of line ~ missed 
idea of lesson 
9. Poor coloring 
10. Head too low 
11. Poor shape - no design 
12. Poor coloring - very messy 
13. No scenery- no composition, untidy 
14. Too small - poor shape . 
15. Did not express self well - no shape 
16. Poor coloring - poor perspective - did not follow 
directions 
17. Head off fi gure - features out o.f proportion 
18. Sky does not touch earth - poor coloring - turkey 
too small 
19. Eyes i way down - coloring poor - poor ooordination 
20. No sense of ba lance - no central idea - does not 
represent Harvest 
21. Coordination poor - needs practice in coloring -
does not resemble a star or anytlnng about Christmas 
22. Poor proportions 
23. Nothing definite- indistinguishable - on a very 
low level 
24. Poor spacing - lettering not straight - retracing 
poor - poor coordination - name should be in 
capital letters 
25. No background - very little connection 
26. No trees - poor construction of houses 
27.. Using wrong. colors 
28. Very untidy - no proportion 
29. Poor coloring - no perspective 
30. No balance - no shape - no idea 
31. Design poor - unsatisfactory coloring 
32.. Did not follow directions - no perspective 
I 
II 
33. Lack of balance - poor coordination 
34. Unt idy - no unity 
35. Fair coloring - no thing <ronnected - untidy 
36. Did very poor in expressing himself 
37. A very poor drawing - no idea 
38. No originality - very poor coloring 
39. Poor coloring - no perspective 
40. Lacl( of ba lance - untidy - scribbled 
41. Simple background (that is the picture - sky and 
grass) - nothing else 
42. Objects fair size - no p erspective - poor coloring 
43. No unity 
44. Child has scribbled 
45. No perspecti ve - no backgrcund - coloring poor 
. I 
., 
APPENDIX B 
The following are the original crayon drawings by 
the children of the Kindergarten, First fuld Second Gr ades 
in Town X. These crayon drawings were used by the teachers 
of the respective grades in the final phase of this study 
which was the grading of the crayon drawings. 
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